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December 2016

Thank you for Allowing
Me to Serve
working groups to coordinate those
activities is working well. The Plant
Clinic, and Seeds to Supper are
well staffed and doing a great job
for the community. We are
improving the educational content
of all our activities, including our
gardens and SGF, and are actively
supporting the Extension’s robust
Community Class effort. Our
Wednesday gatherings in the
Arboretum and periodic
We are a crucial part of this
membership socials have given us
valley’s horticultural and social
a chance to enjoy each other’s
fabric and its future as a healthy,
productive, and sustainable refuge company and discuss what we are
doing.
in whatever storms may hit.
It has been a great year for our
association. Rachel Werling did a
bang-up job as interim coordinator for
the 2016 class during Rhianna’s
maternity leave. Spring Garden Fair
and Winter Dreams were smashing
successes, and the graduation
ceremony was wonderful. Our new
greenhouse will be operational for the
2017 class. The Benches Committee
has not only acquired new tables and
benches throughout the campus, but
is producing new signage, garden id
plaques, new brochures and maps.
Our demonstration gardens look
wonderful. Our experiment with
gardens and communications

I have tried to institute a more
collaborative form of governance at
the committee and board levels.
Indeed, I functioned through an
executive committee. Spring
Garden Fair and Winter Dreams
are operating through committees,
with SGF now having a 4-person
chairmanship. We are striving to
have co-chairs and assistants for
all functions.
And, I have tried to institute greater
use of technology by our
organization. We now have on-line
registration and payment for Winter
Dreams, use Square for electronic

payments, have a new website and
Facebook presence, a master
calendar and our email distribution
system is greatly improved. We are
looking at additional tools, such as a
“manager” to store and provide
access to all our data, and a tool to
provide information about plants in
our gardens to smart phones
through our Wi-Fi and QR codes. All
this is evolving.
I should also mention our successful
election of new officers (not to
mention our returning team
members). We are lucky to have
Regina Boykins as our president
elect, Cindy Tilley Case the new
board secretary, Sue Bowden as
Cindy’s assistant, and Gayle Stets
as the new Assistant Treasurer. You
elected Kari Gies, Sandy Hammond,
Sherri Morgan, Jim Norfleet and
Michael Riding as Members at
Large.
Now, I proudly hand the gavel to our
new president, Kate Hassen, who
has been an indispensable partner
for my entire presidency. She will do
a fantastic job in her own right.
Eric Weisberg
President 2016
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Soil smells
good because there
are antidepressant
compounds in it.

In a single
pinch of soil, there
are over 1 billion
living organisms that
are all
interdependent, a
society of sorts,
which relies upon
one another.

Every atom
in your body has
been through the
soil system billions of time.
Soil is rotted rock and
decomposed organic matter.
Rocks dissolve in water. All the
biochemical reactions
happening inside our body were
created in bacteria and fungi.
Eighty percent of our bodies are
not from human DNA. We are
soil.
Soil is more diverse habitat than
is the ocean. The first things to
dissolve out of a rock are the
salts. Salt in the ocean comes
from rocks on land.
Sands are the last things that
dissolve out of the rocks. The real
nutrient cycle is a 70 million year
cycle. It’s an uplifting of rocks
that dissolve away repeating itself
spanning billions of years. We live
in a microsecond of experience
and should behave accordingly.
The thickness of soil on the earth
is likened to a translucent onion
peel. Soil is very fragile.
(Continued)


MASTER GARDENER KENDA SWARTZ
PRESENTS

JAMES CASSIDY

James Cassidy is a rock star. And I’m not
referring to his very hip black attire with
that funky fedora, the black nail polish, or
the tee-shirt brandishing his weapon of
choice in one, bold, white-lettered word: S
O I L. His rock star-ness has little to do with
the fact he plays a mean air guitar or that
he is an actual musician having played bass
and keyboards in a band called Information
Society. Nope, James Cassidy is a rock star
because he has a contagious passion for
soil, and his presentation delivery amused,
captivated and inspired. If you attended his
lecture at the Winter Dreams Symposium
Saturday, November 5, then you, too, heard
that all soil comes from rocks. Rock. Star.
A cocktail of dark humor and fresh fervor
was mixed for his audience who sat at the
edge of their seats drinking in his vast
knowledge of all things soil. Here are some
interesting tidbits and highlights of Cassidy’s
teachings:
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Every
atom came from
the soil and
every atom goes
back to the soil.

Soil is
habitat. We
heard this no
less than a
dozen times.
The answer is: Add organic matter.
The question doesn’t really matter.
Humans add organic matter to
ourselves three times a day. So it
makes senses to feed the soil, a living
organism, and the soil will take care of
everything else. Grow your own
organic matter using a cover crop.
When you light a fire and burn wood,
it goes back to CO2, water vapor and
heat. This heat energy really came
from the sun, captured in carbon
bonds during photosynthesis.
There are 12 soil orders and all 22,000
soils belong to one of those orders.
Out of 12 soil orders, we have 10 of
them in Oregon.
The best soil order is Mollisol.
According to Cassidy, Mollisol is like
soil porn.
The United States has more Mollisols
than any other nation on earth.
Russia, too, is replete with Mollisols.
Civilization comes from agriculture.
Soil is the foundation of human
civilization and political power. From
Mollisols come wealth and from
wealth comes specialization and from
specialization comes…intercontinental
ballistic weapons.
Soil is a living thing not a chemical
sponge. Chemical spraying is a result
of 20th century agriculture. The great






























thing? The 20th century is over.
Soil is the most diverse habitat on
planet earth. If you get that, you
know how to care for it. You
know when to stop tilling it. “Step
off of the ledge.” Let’s not turn it
into dust. Try to maintain diverse
pore size distribution.
For every increase in 1% organic
matter (humus) you can achieve,
soil can store 20,000 gallons more
water per acre.
Stop buying plastic. Because more
often plastic ends up in the soil.
Sand is the largest soil particle
followed by silt, and clay is the
smallest. Clay is the reason we
live. Without it, there would be
no microorganisms on the planet.
Clay is a secondary mineral that
forms when primary minerals
dissolve in water and
recrystallize. Once it gets to .002
millimeters, it breaks in half. It
replicates itself.
Clay has a negative charge
whereas sand and silt do not.
Positive charges stick to negative
charges and nutrients have a
positive charge.
You’re not really gardening. You
are ranching microbes. You are
managing space. Things live in
between the pieces of sand, silt,
and clay. Manage for diverse
space. Large pores for air
breathing critters. Small pores for
aquatic organisms.

There is so much more to tell, but I have
to run off to my James Cassidy fan club
meeting now.
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spark that arced from
bare electrical wire
almost ignited
already bone dry July
grasses that surround
our home. I gulped in
horror. Even before a
nearby wildfire
plumed a month
later, we knew that
being prepared for
fire was crucial.

Sparking Action
for Fire Safety:
OSU’s Citizens
Fire Academy
Long ago, in a galaxy not far away, a
trickle of smoke ignited one planet’s
forests. The trees burned like torches. The
open range grasses exploded in scorched
earth desolation. At the forest and
grassland edges, people saw the smoke
and huddled in fear as embers savaged
their houses to charred splinters.
It was the planet’s Season of Smoke. “If
all the trees were gone, I wouldn’t want
to live here anyway,” the people
murmured, surrendering to the blazes,
and those few who survived fled their
homes in terror.
Here on Planet Earth, in Southwest
Oregon, that plight is unimaginable. The
Citizens Fire Academy (CFA), an OSU
Extension program offered every few
years, shows land and property owners
who live on fire-vulnerable home sites
how to prepare for wildfire. This year’s
CFA class of 2016, with parallel courses in
both Jackson and Josephine Counties,
spanned late springtime through the end
of our own summer Season of Smoke.

Fleeing my home?
Leaving our forest,
oak woodland, and
my garden? Not an option.
Like most of my CFA classmates, I live
in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI)
where wilderness meets development
boundaries. City fires usually spread
from house to house. In the WUI, the
CFA learned, fire moves upslope, on the
ground, through dry materials, and up
into trees, while in super-hot fires, fire
leaps from tree top crown to crown. The
worst peril is usually the least obvious:
small embers that get into forest niches
can also ferret their way into house
vents and other openings.
My family’s sketchy pre-CFA emergency
plan for wildfire and disaster morphed
into a detailed full-blown written CFA
Wildfire
Preparedness
Plan,
complete
with home
and structure
assessment
and
treatments to
make ringed
areas of the
multiple
distance High
Ignition Zone
(HIZ) fireresistant.
(Continued)

Soon after moving to rural Sam’s Valley,
my husband and I reached for an
electrical wire in our dark garage. The
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coneflower, blanket flower,
delphinium, yarrow, wild strawberries,
creeping phlox, coral bells, and
bearded iris as replacements for the
flammable rosemary and lavender
planted within the five feet
surrounding the house which defines
Home Ignition Zone 1. For the oak
woodland further out, grass mowing
and weed trimming remove risky fire
fuels while neatening the home zone.
Pruning, thinning, and limbing conifers
and trees in the forest and removing
flammable invasive weeds protect the
rest of our landscape.

Our online readings and videos explained
fire physics and movement; the history
and causes of fire in Oregon and
southwest Oregon; fire suppression
policies that have resulted in more
severe, hotter, and destructive fires;
home and property assessment; how to
live in a fire environment; and home
protection and fuels reduction strategies.
One field trip--a CFA Josephine County
visit to the Brimstone Fire site and the
Jackson County’s class tour of the Oregon
Gulch fire ignition site with the heroic
firefighters and decisionmakers who
handled the actual blazes, conveyed the
speed and destructiveness of fire
behavior. A later field trip visited a class
member’s burned forest site close to
where he had proactively burned
underbrush to prevent a more severe
future fire.

We CFAers agreed that initial home
preparation had been lots of work, but
worth it as Wildfire Preparedness Plans
were tweaked to our different homes’
and properties’ Defensible Space
needs. As with other OSU Extension
programs, CFAers tailor volunteer time
to our interests and skills. Most of us
hope to work with neighbors or our
communities to develop fire
emergency self-help strategies or
more formal Firewise Communities.
Me? I hear some fire-resistant plants
calling…
Maxine Cass
Master Gardener 2015
Citizens Fire Academy 2016

As serious as fire preparedness is, my
inner Master Gardener now revels in
choosing fire-resistant plants such as
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Winter Dreams/Summer Gardens
Symposium a Great Success
Thanks to all the many Master Gardeners who helped to
make our recent Winter Dreams/Summer Gardens
symposium a wonderful, positive event. 280 people
registered for the 36 classes that were offered. After expenses,
we cleared over $3,000, which is a great improvement over
last year. The on-line registration and pay system through our
great website was easy to use. One of the goals this year was
to increase the number of non-Master Gardeners who attended
by 5%, and we exceeded that goal. Of the 280 registrants, 101
were Master Gardeners, and the other 179 were community
folks. In 2015, the ratio of Master Gardeners to community
members was 3:1. That ratio was just about turned on its
head. We attribute that to great marketing, including Cindy
Williams’ Facebook posts, radio spots and In The Garden
promos. Also, our “keynote” speaker, James Cassidy, was a
great draw, which encouraged people to register early. His
presentation was extremely well received, and we are planning
on getting him down again next year for Winter Dreams or
another event. Over 50 volunteers helped put this event
together, and the Winter Dreams committee was effective,
hard working and supportive.
What’s more, we had fun working together. We encourage
others to join our planning and organization for 2017. We’ve
already started brainstorming themes for that event.
Anyone with comments or suggestions should email 2016 Chair
Sherri Morgan at shemor484@gmail.com.
Sherrill Morgan
Master Gardener 2008
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Appleicious
It seems it just wouldn’t be Christmas without those crimson, green and
candy-striped orbs. Christmas morning was anticipating the once empty
stocking where now the most perfect apple peeked out the top just
waiting for its sweet-crisp flesh to be shared.
It’s fortunate apple season starts at summer’s end continuing through
early winter. Piled in the fruit bowl they’re perfect for the holidays. With
crisp white-flesh their crimson, gold, russet, green or scarlet-striped skins
gleam like ornaments from heaven. With flavors moderately sweet to
brisk tartness apples are sublime fresh or spicily cooked.
Evidence shows apples highly valued since 8,000 BC. Originating in
Eastern Europe and southwestern Asia, today some 7000 varieties of
hybrids and cultivars grow worldwide in most temperate regions with
many heirlooms still thriving. Instead of a conifer, why not consider
planting an apple this December.
Wit and Wisdom:
When consumed together, apples and aged cheese reduce tooth plaque
SYDNEY JORDAN BROWN
MASTER GARDENER 2000

Makes 10-12 servings
Preheat oven to 350

Christmas Apple Torte

This is best, as well most nutritious, with skins left on fruit. Using a mixture of varieties adds dimension to taste as well texture.
Crust:
Crush enough organic whole wheat cinnamon graham crackers to make 1 ¼ cups fine crumbs. Mix with ¼ cup soft butter until blended.
Reserve ½ cup of crumbs and press remaining over bottom and 2” up sides of 9” springform pan.
8 medium-sized cooking type apples (Johnathon, Newton Pippin, Bramley’s seedling, Braeburn, to name a few), washed, cored and sliced
2 tablespoons of unsalted sweet cream butter
2/3 cup organic sugar
5 large organic eggs, at room temperature
2 cups of low fat vanilla Greek yogurt (you can substitute with soy Greek yogurt)
¼ teaspoon fresh grated nutmeg
Zest of one organic lemon (Meyer is best)
1 teaspoon vanilla
In large heavy frying pan, melt butter then gently stir in apples and sugar. Stirring occasionally, cook over medium heat about 8-10
minutes until apples begin to soften. Remove from heat.
Beat eggs with Greek yogurt, nutmeg, vanilla and lemon zest until well mixed. Blend in apples and pour in prepared pan. Bake in 350
oven for 30 minutes then sprinkle remaining crumbs along outer edge and continue baking about 20 minutes longer until filling is set.
Chill until ready to serve for several hours or overnight. Remove pan sides before slicing and serving with a dollop of fresh whipped
cream dusted with cinnamon.
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Peggy’s Propagation

Garden
It’s finally happening! After almost
two years of researching, planning,
ordering, obtaining permits,
backing up and starting over,
discovering and solving problems,
battling the weather, the new
Practicum greenhouse is now under
construction. When you are at the
Extension, look over by the soil bins.
You’ll see tall poles sticking up behind
the bins. That’s the beginnings of the
frame. Keep an eye on that site as the
work progresses. The current plan is to
have the greenhouse finished before the
2017 class begins the Practicum at the
end of January.
What will be the benefits of having this
second large greenhouse? It will replace
five much smaller greenhouses that
were not only lacking sufficient space,
but were inefficient to heat and cool. It
will allow plants more space for
maturing, helping to prevent legginess.
With the help of shade cloth and a
divider, a section of the new
greenhouse will be devoted to shade
plants and those requiring cooler
temperatures. Sinks at both ends, in
addition to the sinks in Greenhouse #1,
will allow more students to experience
the joy of washing pots at any one
time. The ability to actually hang the
hanging baskets will now be possible,
which will make rotating them easier
and allow them to develop more evenly.
Propane heat and an on-demand water
heater will reduce costs. A watering
system will supplement hand watering,
allowing more time for education. And,
finally, it will now be possible to grow
more plants that require special
treatment, have more experiments, and
provide more plants with their required
conditions.
Ron Doshier, the volunteer project
manager, and Jody Willis, chair of the
Greenhouse Committee, both deserve a
HUGE thank you for all the work they
have put in on this project, guiding it
through the whole process including the
many unexpected curves that popped
up along the way. THANK YOU, Ron!
THANK YOU, Jody!

Original Space

Crushed Granite Delivery

Is it time to
consider the
bloom you
want in your
2017
garden?
Think
Hydrangeas.
We currently
have pink
Lacecap, blue
mophead
(Endless
Summer) a few Oakleaf and some
that are labeled Martha's or Marty's
Hydrangeas. I'll have to find out
what color and type that is!
Regardless, mature bloom heads
are nice in dried flower
arrangements and of course there
is that great fall color of the leaves
to be enjoyed.
Have I given you my story about
Hardy Cyclamens? I have been
potting up some C. Hederifolium
corms at my house and am happy
to take orders if anyone is
interested. We still have a good
supply of pink Fragrant Perfume
roses. You may have to buy stock
in Liquid Fence to keep the deer at
bay, but it's well worth it.

Weather Problems

Floor Base of Greenhouse

Jane Moyer
Master Gardener 2005

For an interesting little tree, how
about an Olive? Transplanted
California natives (the non-human
variety) they tell me they can be
messy ... I assume with dropping
fruit. Hey, if the thought of
dropping fruit scares you, just don't
plant near a concrete path or next
to your driveway. These trees are
nice in size, shape & color; and who
knows, maybe you'd like to press
your own olive oil, or do a little
pickling.
Like a surprise, anyone? We have
some nameless grape vines we
would like to gift you in our sales
area.
Peggy Corum
Master Gardener 1989
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Things to do in December
It is that time of year again…the
rainy season. My garden has
turned into a swamp overnight!
Just when I thought I had a grip on
all the leaves (removal to various
composting stations) the wind and
rain brought me more! Regardless of
the seemingly “never-ending” task, it
has become a nice meditative
pastime for me. I am outside in the
fresh air while raking and I get to
enjoy the birds singing; they really
love the rain! This has spurred my
thoughts about our winters here in
Southern Oregon and how we have
such amazing water quality.
We live in the Ring of Fire. This is a
term geologists have given to the
entire Pacific Rim, which is ringed
with volcanoes, some dormant and
some active. Fortunately, in our
specific area, our volcanoes (and
what is left of them!) are dormant.
The entire Cascade Range of

mountains
is included in the Ring of Fire, once
having been very active. Crater Lake
is the remnant caldera of what had
been Mount Mazama before it blew.
After the epic volcanology occurred,
what was left behind was magmic
rock formations and composites on
the surrounding mountaintops,
making cracks and crevices for snow
to be trapped in. “Snow pack” is
accumulated snow in these rocks,
which act like refrigerated sponges:
even if it warms up some and rains
on top of the snow, the snow will
absorb the water and remain cold
through the winter. This becomes
our water reserves for summertime
water use. As the weather warms
during spring and summer,
underground creeks (aquifers) are

charged with fresh clean water that
particulates though volcanic rock,
like a cleaning screen. All of our
springs, creeks, water sheds, lakes
and tributaries share in the
meltwater, bringing it down to the
Valleys’ lowest point, the mighty
Rogue River and out to the Pacific
Ocean. How we each capture this
water for our personal use is
individual. Some of us have wells
that tap into aquifers; some of us
have springs while the vast majority
of us have public water use running
to our homes.
We really can boast of such pure
water here in Jackson County! But
this is something not to be taken
advantage of, either. As weather
patterns change (we’ve all heard of
La Nina), will we be getting
sufficient snow pack this year? Will
we have enough pure clean water
to support our many water uses
(gardening being a big one, even if
you are using drip irrigation!) How
do we, as people living in this area
of seemingly abundance, have
impact on our water quality? We
each live near a tributary, seasonal
stream, creek, or waterway of some
sort in our bowl-shaped valley. We
all can influence the quality of the
water by what we use as
compounds and products in and
around our homes. Everything
eventually gets into the water, even
what is on top of the soil, which is
why it’s so important to put trash in
its place and pick up after dogs
(those things that have been drilled
into us!) But even beyond that,
consider the choices of using
various bio-diverse products for
your home. Grants Pass uses the
Rogue River waters for its drinking
water, too. What we put in our
waterways here clearly impacts
other communities all the way out
to and including our beautiful Pacific
Ocean. Small changes can result in
larger impacts in quality to others
(people and animals) down river.

Recently I had the opportunity to
visit Tub Springs on Hwy 66, SE of
Ashland. The water is an artesian
spring coming straight out of the
volcanic rock of the Siskiyou Pass,
where the old Applegate Wagon Trail
crossed the mountains. It has been
providing pure water for natives and
settlers for centuries…and the taste
of the water is incredible! I wish that
the water available in my home
tasted so good and pure. I
encourage you to take a journey up
there just to check out the excellent
water quality, and make your own
comparison. Keeping our water
pure is up to us; it is our most
precious gift. I personally don’t want
to take advantage of that gift. I
will, however, be doing a snow
dance soon…c’mon snow!! Happy
Gardening!
Julie Engleson
Master Gardener 2012
NOTE: Stan Malpolski, The Rogue
Gardener picked up my idea to
compost in last months Garden Beet
and ran with it on his T.V. spot on
KTVL-10 last month. AND The city of
Talent started a citywide leaf
collection for "disposal" into a
composting facility.
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Ronni

“In The Garden”
Laurin

Teresa
Sandy

A huge, hearty round of applause for
the 15 speakers who presented
gardening information every
Wednesday and every Friday on
KDRV-TV’s “In the Garden” from
March to October rain or shine (and
yes, there was rain!). The segments
were interesting, informative, and very
professionally delivered. We are
enormously proud of the “In the Garden”
team for the work you so aptly produced
for the community. We thank you with
gratitude and appreciation of each one of
you!
Linda Holder, Co-chair
Master Gardener 1998

Maxine

Lauri Parker, Co-chair
Master Gardener 2012

De
Kari

Jane

Erin

Kara

Robin
Sherrill
Rhianna

Kristina

Kay
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Coordinator’s Corner
Hi Friends,
What a beautiful time of year! I love
the colors of fall! Congratulations to
everyone involved with Winter Dreams
Summer Gardens this year. I was
proud of the classes we offered and we
have already heard from participants
that they loved the symposium.
For my column this month, I am
excited to share the wonders of the
Lamiaceae, or Mint family. This is one
of my favorite flowering plant families
and its members include all the
Salvias, Rosemary, Basil, Lavender,
Bergamot, Thyme, Coleus – just to
name a few! There are tons of
members of this family in your garden,
I am sure! I have to say-- although I
love all mints, I have joked that I want
to start a group called “Responsible
Mint Planters of America” that would
do education and outreach about the
invasive nature of some mint relatives!
HA! With their spreading roots

systems, these plants can take over
quickly! Beware, and just in case,
plant mints (i.e. spearmint,
peppermint, oregano, marjoram) in
pots.

The botanical features of the
Lamiaceae family are interesting
because the flowers are bilaterally
symmetrical – meaning, that like our
face, they are symmetrical from left to
right. These flowers have 4 stamens,
two of which are long – and often easy
to see, and two stamens that are
shorter and sometimes tucked inside
the hood of the flower. Mint family
relatives also have one long pistil that
sticks out far enough to see it outside
the flower. Lamiaceae flowers have 5
united petals, meaning that when you
pull on a flower it comes off as a single
unit – no fluttering petal confetti here!
At the base of the flower, you can
easily see the five united sepals that
enclose the ovaries. When the seed
capsule matures inside the sepals,
there are four nutlets nestled at the
bottom. You can see these with the
naked eye! This means that some
mints can spread by seed or by roots!

I am grateful to you my
fellow gardeners for the

hours you contribute to our
organization. This has been
an exciting year because we
had huge successes with the

Spring Garden Fair, Winter
Dreams and our desire for a
new greenhouse will finally
be realized. AL L
BECAUSE OF YOU!
Another way to distinguish members of
the mint family is by the plant’s square
stems and opposite leaves! So, if you
have a plant that smells great, check
the leaves and stem to see if it is a
mint relative – chances are it probably
is a member of this smell good, tastegreat family!
Enjoy the holidays and try to spread a
little botanical cheer to your families
and friends!
I deeply value our special community!
Thank you for a wonderful year.
Please come sit in on one of the 2017
Master Gardener training classes! The
program starts Wednesday January
18th!
Rhianna Simes
OSU Program Advisor
Master Gardener 2007

It has been my pleasure to
work with new friends at the
Jackson County Master
Gardener Association.
I wish you a Merry
Christmas/Happy Holidays
and a prosperous new year.
Cindy Williams
Editor

Master Gardener 2014
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Bucolic, Exotic, Erotic
Amaryllis
For such a beautiful flower, the amaryllis is associated
with a tragic story. According to Greek mythology,
Amaryllis was a shy shepherdess who fell in love with a
handsome shepherd named Alteo. Callously, Alteo told
Amaryllis that he couldn’t possibly love her back because
he was looking for someone more exotic than she.
Devastated, Amaryllis consulted an oracle who advised
her that in order to win Alteo over, she needed to do
something drastic. She should pierce her heart with a
golden arrow and appear for 30 days at Alteo’s door.
Perhaps the prophet was being facetious.
Unfortunately, Amaryllis took the oracle
seriously and did what she was told. Day after
day, she pierced her heart with the golden
arrow and then knocked at Alteo’s door, but
the coldhearted shepherd kept turning her
away. Finally, on the 30th day, the oracle’s
prophecy seemed to transpire. Alteo had a
change of heart and opened his door ready to
take Amaryllis in and reciprocate her love.
Too late, When Alteo flung open the door, the
earnest shepherdess was not there; in her
place stood an exotic red flower that had
arisen from Amaryllis’s blood-soaked garments.
Mercy! There are so many lessons to be learned from
this tale: 1. Don’t go for the best-looking shepherd in the
village. 2. Avoid oracles (or at least know when they’re
kidding around.) 3. Don’t try to be something you’re not
just to please someone else. 4. Know when to quit –
nothing good will come of beating a dead horse.
Speaking of horses, the red flower in this Greek myth
could not have been an amaryllis since the flower we
know, as an amaryllis is native to tropical and
subtropical regions of South America,
Mexico, and the Caribbean. In fact,
the showy flower we grow indoors in
wintertime comes from a genus of
perennial herbaceous bulb plants in
the Amarylidaceae family called
Hippeastrum, Greek for “horse star”
in reference to the pale star-shaped
markings on the flowers of some
species. On the other hand, Amaryllis
belladonna, which means “sparkling
beauty,” is native to South Africa.
Since the 19th century, amaryllis

(actually Hippeastrum) species have been
enthusiastically hybridized because they are easy to
force bloom indoors during dreary winter months when
a splash of vivid color is most welcome. Unlike other
bulbous plants, such as crocuses, daffodils, hyacinths
and tulips, amaryllises (and paperwhites, Narcissus
papyraceus) do not need a chilling period before
blooming. Thus, they have been cultivated to become
ever more colorful, ever flashier until, like the shy
shepherdess of Greek mythology, they are hardly
recognizable from their more modest beginnings. Some
gardeners even call them gaudy and pretentious.
Tips for growing Amaryllis
Amaryllises (actually Hippeastrum species) are a
favorite among indoor winter gardeners because of their
tall scape and showy single or double flowers that bloom
in all sorts of beautiful shades, some bold and brilliant,
others more demure. Here are some amaryllis cultivars
to try: ‘Aphrodite,’ ‘Black Pearl,’ ‘Dancing Queen,’ ‘Lady
Jane,’ ‘Naughty Lady,’ ‘Nymph,’ and ‘Sweet Surrender.’
Amaryllis can be grown in light, fertile potting compost
or in bowls filled with pebbles or marbles and water that
covers only the bottom of the bulb to prevent rot. Plant
amaryllis bulbs singly in a pot not much
bigger than the bulb so the top third of the
bulb is above the soil line.
For the first two weeks after planting
amaryllis, set in a cool, shady place and then
move to a warmer location (65 to 75-degrees
F. is best) with plenty of indirect sun. Keep
the soil just barely moist by checking the soil
moisture with your finger or a moisture
probe before watering. Mist once a week to
compensate for lack of indoor humidity.
Fertilize every 2-3 weeks until the foliage
dies back with a half-strength solution of bulb food.
Rotate the plant every few days for even sunlight
exposure. Monitor for insects and spray insecticidal soap
or neem oil, if needed, as directed on the product label.
Don’t cut the amaryllis stem until it has completely
dried out. Once the stem begins to die back, gradually
decrease watering and then stop for 6-8 weeks to
provide a dormant period. Lift the bulb from its pot,
separate offsets, and then repot the parent bulb. Pot up
the bulblets in rich compost, and they will mature for
blooming in 2-3 years.
If your amaryllis bulb is slow growing,
it may be because the temperature is
too cold; place it in a sunnier location.
Slow-growing plants in their second
season may have been deprived of
sufficient nutrients the previous year.
Cultivated amaryllis bulbs usually do
not bloom well after a few seasons.
The Literary Gardener
Rhonda Nowak
Master Gardener 2011
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Jackson County Master Gardener Association
Board of Directors Meeting – November 8, 2016
NEW BUSINESS – International
Master Gardener Conference - There
are five tickets available for the
International Master Gardener
Conference. A raffle will be held to
distribute the tickets. See Eric
Weisberg, JCMGA President for
details.
Community Education Classes –
Kathy Detweiler will be helping with
the Community Education Classes.
They will need help for hosts and
set-up. There has been a
discrepancy between the number of
those signing up early and those
attending. On-line registration and
payment should help.
JCMGA Election Results – After 90
votes were counted the 2017 Board
will include the following Elected
Officials. Kate Hassen will be
President with Regina Boykins as
President Elect. Recording Secretary
will be Cindy Tilley Case and
Membership Secretary is again Pam
Hillers. Assistant Membership
Secretary will be Susan Bowden.
Annette Carter will continue as
Treasurer with Gayle Stets as
Assistant Treasurer. The OMGA
Representative race ended in a tie
but Nancy Hunt relinquished the
position to Barbara Davidson. At
Large Members will be Sherri
Morgan, Sandy Hammond, Kari Gies,
Michael Riding, and Jim Norfleet.
REPORTS
Archives – Linda Holder and Kate
Hassen are busy cleaning and sorting
the JCMGA area in Rhianna’s office
and have noticed that it has become
a dumping ground for all kinds of
things. Remember this is Rhianna’s
work space so please don’t leave
things there unless they are clearly
labeled and have a reason to be
there.
Children’s Garden –Ten volunteers
worked Wednesday, October 19
completing several jobs including
repairs and clean up in the area
around the two storage bins. Under
rotten pallets they found pavers,

great rocks and soil fit for use in the
raised beds. Fran and Jane hauled
many loads of decomposed granite.
Help will be requested to move the
greenhouse to prepare the site with
underlayment donated by Mt.
Ashland. Thank you to those who
have helped in the Children’s
Garden.
Community Outreach – Seed to
Supper met with several potential
host agencies including ACCESS,
Family Nutrition Centers and Jackson
County Housing Authority. The
Oregon Food Bank is scheduled to
provide instructor training on
January 12. We have received 21
School Grant applications this year.
Garden’s Working Group – Phase
II of the Bench Committee plan
consists of the mash poles, welcome
sign posts and 5 additional benches
and is on track to be completed by
the end of December. Jim
Baumeister was able to chip the
brush pile. The tool shed has been
cleaned out and the tools have been
sharpened. Improved lighting is a
current goal.
In the Garden - Master Gardeners
presented and aired 8 segments in
October on KDRV-TV reaching
50,000 households per week.
Segments can be viewed at
www.kdrv.com/features/in-thegarden.
Membership - We are now taking
membership renewals and dues
($20) for 2017. The 2017
membership form, along with the
volunteer form, was mailed to
everyone on November 2, 2016.
Please remember to notify both
Cindy L. Williams and Pam Hillers of
any changes to your address or
other information. Pam will update
membership records and Cindy will
update communications information.
OSU Coordinator - The
appreciation luncheon for In the
Garden speakers went well with 12
people in attendance. The

Community Education Class schedule
is ready for 2017. Winter Dreams
hosted 6 displays that can also be
available at Spring Fair. We have
over 25 people signed up for the
2017 MG class.
OMGA – Mini College attendance
was down somewhat in 2016. Linfield
College was happy to host the event
and invited the Master Gardeners to
return in 2018. Surveys were sent
and about one third of the 270 were
returned. Ratings were generally
favorable. Policy changes dictate that
each chapter must include proof of
liability insurance and any
disbursement of funds, as in
Scholarships, must contain “funded
by OMGA in collaboration with
Oregon State University”. Gail
Langellotto stressed the fact that
nominations for State MG awards are
due to Gail by May 15 every year.
Presidents are asked to put this date
in their calendar and plan ahead. The
International Master Gardener
Conference is July 10-14, 2017.
Practicum - The greenhouse from
Conley Greenhouses finally arrived
on October 17th. Eslin Construction
dug the 5’ holes and set the poles
right away.
Spring Garden Fair – The
committee has been busy preparing
for the 2017 SGF. The previous Chair
left a very complete binder with
many of the volunteer positions
already filled. Committee meetings
for the year have been set. Linda
Holder met with representatives from
the Expo. We have to use the
designated food vendor inside the
Expo building but we can have as
many outside vendors as we want.
Winter Dreams – Of the 274
registrations, 101 were Master
Gardeners and 173 were not.
The next Board meeting will
be December 2, 2016.
Pam Mooers
Recording Secretary
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CALENDAR

Let’s Celebrate, Visit with Friends and
Contribute to the
Maslow Project
December 3, 2016 1-3 pm
Extension Auditorium
RSVP to barbdav@charter.net

JCMGA
http://www.jacksoncountymga.org/calendar
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